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Disclaimer: JSC has endeavored to ensure this information is accurate but recommends for critical applications that independent advice is obtained. 
These properties are a guide only, as timber is a natural product there will be variations within any species. Please speak to our professionals at JSC 
for information and advice as well as for any information around profiles, fixing details and supporting documentation. 

 · Design Flexibility: Stain your boards/battens with the JSC Wood Oil range to enhance 

the natural beauty of the timber whilst offering design flexibility and timber protection 

(colour restrictions apply, contact JSC for more information). 

 · Eco-Friendly: Responsibly sourced, JSC Nordic Pine supports sustainable design 

practices while offering a nature-based design element to projects.

JSC NORDIC PINE APPLICATIONS

 · Weatherboards: CodeMark® certified H3.2 MircoPro® treated weatherboards available 

offering high-quality and cost-effective product with no finger joints.

 · Interior Wall Panelling: Ideal for creating warm, inviting atmospheres with its soft 

texture, natural aesthetic, and light colour tones.

 · Battens & Screens: Available in custom sizes, JSC Nordic Pine battens offer design 

flexibility to bring your creative visions to life by offering privacy without sacrificing 

design cohesion. 

 · Ceiling Accents: Craft beautiful ceilings with naturally light tones, bringing and element 

of Scandinavian-inspired simplicity and elegance to your ceilings and soffits. 

JSC NORDIC PINE

Craft serene, captivating spaces with JSC Nordic Pine. Known for its beautiful butterfly knots 

and light, consistent tone, JSC Nordic Pine brings the tranquility of the forest into the heart of 

architectural designs. Its distinctive yellow-white hue, adds a touch of rustic elegance to any 

residential or commercial space. 

Pinus Sylvestris

Feature inclusive 
natural detailing 

Light colour tone Affordable and premium 
quality

Exceptional Choice for Cladding, Interior Panelling, & Battens

JSC NORDIC PINE FEATURES 

 · Light Colour Tone: The light tones of this timber lend it to a range of colour options. 

 · Affordable: A cost-effective solution without compromising on quality or beauty.

 · Beautiful Butterfly Knots & Consistent Grain: Each board tells a story with its unique, 

naturally occurring butterfly knots, adding character to every piece. 
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